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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned, with policy- making and policy processes in

education, and with the. role of the administfator in these processes.

More specifically it aims to explore some conceptual tools and modeli

which appear to hove Utility in developing our understanding further,.

particularly irrrelatiOn to the case studies that have beenprepared.

The words 'policy- making and policy,prwesses in education' are meant to
, k

in de policy eking and policy processes in educational organisations

(e.g. schools and univeraities4.-and agencies (e.g, school boards and

.education de artments) and also policy-making for or with respect to

education by le 'statures, politicians, ora central departments or

agencies.oegove ment.

Policy-making and p olicy processes have a deceptively simple

appearance. Most people know a good deal aboilsome t?e key essentials.

They know, for example, with 're ect to government policy-making, that

legislators and
/
etnior official occupy positions of importance, that

powerful interki groups seem to get their own way, and the1:17tlt

of us play far less active and influential roles. Yet 'despite this,

policy processes.are complex activities,` and ones that are often

characterised by distersity and apparent disorder. In education, as in

'many-other fields, many administrators are by no means satisfied with

their current understandings of_these'processes, and seek help in

answering fOr.themselves such fillidamental questions as:

Wherl/does and should effective policy-making power

lie in particular complex _organisations or systems?

Who participates and should participate in different
_

kind of pOlicymaking,.and what forms should such

parti ipation take?

11,0 what extent does and should' information and analysis

'-really c in policy development?

What. political inflt and 'constraints operate?

How can,policyTrocess s( be made more ordered and rational?
-, , ..

.What role-should,ihe adMinistrator have in policy-making ,

In relation t9otter actors, suchlis'ministers, governors,
/



, 'legislators4and,interest groups?

What skills and resources are available to the administrator

to increWse his competence and influence in polidy-making

and other policrprocesses? %
,,

t

;(1',1; dissatieraetion of adMinistrators with their uuderstand4pgs,

and also of n with their ability, to be more influeritial in policy

processes, has helped stimulate dyer the last* decade or.so a rgnewed
'.,.

interest among scholars in the study of policy and policy processes.
.

But as well, this new interest of scholars has sprung from a high degree

of dissatisfaction in many societies with the performance of policy-
, .

making bodies, and with 'current policy-making and administrative structures.

Possibly nowhere has this dissatisfaction been more pronouriSed than in
_

education.
....

C itics assert that education policy- making bodies often go

on year after y ar trying to solve the same problems, blit'i:iith, little
.

..
,-

success. They point to obviously unfortunate or ill&conceived policy

decisions; they,complain of the failure of education dgencies to react
.,

_ ---
quickly_to new problem* or situations; they assert Shat administrators

-

often -fail to .be ableto translate high'ideal,S and theories into action;
, I i

I ' . ,
.and they attack existing structures-for limiting paticlpation in-policy-

,

makihg to a seleqtjew. In many respects, these criticisms and attacks

are not sUrprisinv, -Often performance in polity procAsses is far below

Our hopes, and many Of us share doubts about existneittuctutes and the

,

.

access they provide for all legitidate"interests. Further, policy-,
,

, 4

maki4is often a.pishly politicaractivity;, it is air activity abokt
- . s

giving priority to' particular values, about the-ellotatiOn of scarce

resources, and about decisions'on who ge.ts,what,. WhenAnd.-how. Arid in
Ns

education, even more than many other areas, of, and govern-
' i ,

.

,meat activity, the affected interests often believe intensely that so

much is at stake. , . 0
.

The aew"interest of scholars in the study orpoli6,,and pOlicy
.-

processes deserves further comment. .Within eaucational,,and business ,

.
.

adMinistrationand'verious social Sciences, there is'alang historyOf

research in theseareas. Zurilever before,ha:i there.begnoso much. Sustained
'r ,.

-

, and imaginative interest directeaiowards theietter understandina-of '

..-
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policy processes and the solving of polity problems as we..'41ave-seen over

the last ten to fifteen years. This new movement, particularly since

about 1470, has atttacted the interdst of scholars from a wide range of`

social scAnces and other fields% It has stimulated the etitiblishment

of hew journals,
1

new orgalnisations and new research institutions,, and

has_resulted in the production of a great amount of research, much of

which is helpful and exciting. It is frogl this research that 6Any

ideas in this paper arc drawn,

Admittedly, this new research has not yet provided solutions td

many of the problems in education, and much of the research findingsire

still scattered and unco-ordinated. But it,does provide help .in

Il

extending our understandings of policy processes in education and the'

role of the administrator in these. It.also provides new ways of

thinking gout policy matters, and assistance in devising strategies to 0,

improve policy development, policy implementation and policy evaluation.\

Some of this new research has come from schol9rs in

stration
2

but much of it lies in political science,

or is the product of interdisciplinary work.- One

educational admini-

sociology, economics

fundamental point I ,

wish to make is that educational administration can benefit by drawing on

this.scattered 'policy studies' literature. Over the past two deCades

educational administration has had. an impressive record as an outgoing

field and has drawn, to great advantage, concepts, theories and insights,

from related fields and from various social sciences. But recently there

appears to have been a-faltering,.an inward turning move. My plea),is

for educational'administration to continue a strong outgoinvorientation,

and I .suggest one profitable line for ongoi4 develirtent would be to take

fl

1 For example, Policy Studies Journal,'Policy Analysis and Policy Sciences.

2 ,For example, it includes such works as Ronald F. Campbell and Timm'Mazzoni
Jr., State Policy Making for the'Public Schools, McCutchan,Eetkeleyt, 1976';
Robert'E. Jennings, Education and Polities: policy-makingin local education
authorities, Batsford, London, 1977; and Mike M. Milstein.and Rohett E. '

Jennings, Educational Policy-Making ancrtheState Legislature::,The New.s.
York Experience, Praeger, New York, 1973.

Ry
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, serious account of the 'policy studies' research.
3

. e

In the paper there is an emphasis on theory 'and theoretical constructs.

isi.s deliberate, partly to emphasise that theory has utility for both

tie practitioner and scholar, and partly to make the point that one way

nowledge will be advanced effectively is for the development of case-

tudies and .theory-liuild4ng to go hand inhand.
6

The body of the paper Is organised as follows. 'here are two-main

substantial sections; the first and more detailed One dealing with the
* 4

policy process, and the second with the role of the administrator. There

is also a.briei final section, in which some Concluding comments are

offered.
o

THE POLICY PROCESS IN EDUCATION
.,

I use the term 'tile policy piocess' here, but at least in one sense

it is misleading since it implies that there is a.single 'uniform procedure

by which ail forMS.of education policy is made and implemented. Clearly,

there is no such,pibcedure. Rather; as we have-aleady noted, there is

tremendous diversity in the way education policies develop = in the types

of bodie.Whioh make policy, in,who participates and how, in the use 'mad'e

of ihformatiat and analysis, in thepolitical constraint6 that operate,

in the circdrastances out of which a new policy emerges, in the'time taken'
. .

for'a goal, ideepr expectation, to be translated into a policy, and in,

the content and expression of policies, There is also diversity in the
, 4

implementation, evaluation and long term careers of policies. This

divIrsity makes generalisation difficult. Because of it we should pdssibly

refer only to 'policy processes': On the other hand, within this

diversity duet is 'a considerable degree of similarity with regard to basic

,"elements; acid' for this reason t have adopted the singular form forPthe
, 4 .

section headi"ng.

1.

.*

zat

3 7erhaps-the best: starting point or those unfamifiar.with recent 'policy

studies"literature 'outiide 'eciticationaL administration is the three'jouxnals

".,!. irefeired to earlier, and review volumes such as Stuart S. Nagel ed.),.

Polley Studies'Review Annual-NroluMe.I
,.

Sage, Beverly Hills, 1977.
4'. ,
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In this section we will first look at Some key concepts, then
-

consider a number of different models of policy-making and policy

processes, and briefly explore their utility.

What is Policy?
.,

/

.:,The ,word polity used in many different ways to refer to a highly

diverse set of activities. This is the case, both in everyday language,
t

and in schOlarly writing. In -a single day one can hear the t4rtg olay
.-Ir.

being used in -many senses - a foreign minister announcing changes, n a
*

i'.1.. .

country's foreign policy, g mayor discussing an aspect of city.traffic
,

policy, and eshop assiptantexplaining that because of comp' nycoglity

particular goods cannot be returned or exchanged. The same e'of%,s
-, t6.tru"

4 1

4w....- ....-
...---

. the world of, scholarship. iSome us it in a broad sense to in lude a whole
I - -,I

,

series of actions from the initial definition and setting of oats to

the results of any official intervention to solve a problem, wtt3le othere

employ a'much more restricted definition. Some distingbish between7It 41

policies, goals, decisions and laws, while others often use these terms

interchangeably. Frequently in educational "administration: literature no

distinctions are made between policy-making and decision-making.

Here there is not spaceto review all the various usages in the

litei'ature.' Instead I propose to suggest one view, of policy and how

policy can be distinguished from related terms. I do this to introduce

order and clarity into the aiNgUssion.

Policy can be viewed basically as a course of .action or inaction

towards the acconiplishment;of some intended or desired end. It,embrace

both what is actually intended and what'occurs as a result of the, intention.

Policy may also be thought of as a guide to taking future actions and for

'making Appropriate choices or decisions towards the achievement of a

particular end, and as the setting qfaolutions to a-problem.

Policy needato be distinguished, from related concepts, which often

are used,,synothously with the term policy. 'Some ofithese'can be-defined

brieflyr follows:

Goals:. , the desired ends tb be achieved.' Gdals by.themselVes
usually provide no a

A
irdction.for theinachiev7:1.

Plans or '.the specified means ior achieving goals.-
,

4

°
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Programmes: authorised means for achieving goals.

Decisions:

Effects:

specific actions taken.to set goals; develop'plans,
implement and evaluate programmes.

the measurable impacts of programmes (intended and

unintended; primary and secondary).

Laws, re"gu- these are the formal ingrcdiokits or legal expressions

lations of programmes and deci'sions.4

= Even with' our definition, there is a substantial subjective element

in deciding whether certain particular behaviour or phenomena Constitutes

a policy. Heclo puts It this way:.

Thus,,-.-pnliay does not seem to be a' self defining

phenomenon; it is an analytiCal category
There is no'unambiguous datui constituting policy
and-waiting to be discovered in the World.5

Eulau and Prewitt come to much the same point of view:-

Policy is a strictly theoretical constructed
infeired from the patterns of relevant choice

behavior. Policy is distinguished from icy

goati, policy intentions, and policy choices.
Policy is defined' as a "standing decision"
characterised by b4ffavioraliConsistency and
repetitiveness on the part of hoih those who
make it and those who abide by it.6

Three other points should bemade about the concept'policy- First,
.

policies are not always stated; ,sometimes they are not written'dovn or

I! clearly identifiable in documents. By refiewiirg a series of decisiont.

that have been made in a given area, it may be possible to deduce a policy.

In addition, inaction or.consistent decislions not to act may also imply 'a

policy. Second; many-policies tend to be prescriptivE and thus subject

to interpretation. This.j.ack of specificity in intention or action often

leave$ room for manoeuvre on the part of policy-makers, and particularly

4

4 Thi$ section is drawri substantially frot Charles O.J es, An Introduction

toetheStudy of Public Policy,'Duxbury, North Scitu , 1977,2nd. edition.
we'

5- H. Hugh Heclo,:'eyiew Article: Policy Analysis', British. Journal of'

Political Science, Vol: '2,'"January 1972, p. 85..

6' Heinz Eulau and Kenrith Prewitt, Labyrinths of Democracy,,Bobbs Merrill,.

.
Indianapolis, 1973; p. 465.

9
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administrators. Thir, many scholars find .it useful to/categoriie

policy by leVel-s or types. One simple distinction between general.

or basic'policy, and administrative policy: The first is,overarching

and indicates a great deal of goal-relatedness. It usually has broad

\epplicabilityto an entire organisation and little in the way of specifi-

aition,as to actions.. Administiative policy, on the\other'hand, is

generally much more detailed and_is concerned about what is to beLsione,

where and by hom.
7

. Policy-making and other Policy Processes
1

Within the literature, there is Also(confusion over tht term policy-,

.- making;. especially in relation to other policy prdcesees. Some scholars

see policy-making as one'stage in the policy process, while others use

the term interchangeably with policy process and include as components

such activities as implementation andevaluation. My Qreference is to

ink in terms of the coI -tept of policy process; which can be'divided into
,

-co p enti or stages; one being policy-making. Charles 0. Jones has

used this approach effectiiJily in his study of public policy. His generd:IY'

8
. -

framework is shown in Figurel. He distinguishes five 'systems of ./,

action' or phases-problem identification, programme.development (inaoding

gas

formulation and legitimation), programme implementation, progr
.

evaruation, and programmet termination./ Within-each, procee s or acti-
.

viti,es can be identified to which function to achieve the goals oftfle ,

particular system (or phase). This framework prow i s a usetul.basis for

discussion, and I suggest that with little effor -'it could be adapted to

fit the needs ,of the policy process in educ oval organisations'as. well

as,the edudition policy process in govel'Ment. In the paper I will use

the term policy procesS to Anclude4efive phases of action set out by.

4

Jones, and
.

ithe term policy-makior-policy developtent to refer to the -

problem identification and program0,e_deyeloPment stages.

10.

7 This section his drawn on points made by Jennings,Eduation and Politics,

.

. -,
. .

d jofiest.An Introduction to the Study of Public Policy, p.., 12.
.--. . .'
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'The Policy Process
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Theories of Policy-Making and,Policy processes

\

I now propose to . reviewa number of different theories,,models.er

conceptual frameworks 4he:se. terms are'Used synonomously here) that

'appear to have utility for thinking about policy piocesses in education,

For each the treatment is brief, and consequently there is the' risk of

over-situp tification3 The ten theories Or groups of theories are,drawn

from a number of-disciplines,' but.paticularly.pelitical.scienc0, inter-
(

national relatiOns, socioldgy, business administration and educatipn.

They do not by any means constitute 6 exhaustive list.
relevant to education policy processes.

9
However, my

longer than many would expect. Somewhat surprisingly

havi,been retEricted to a limited

-theories and have often failed to appreciate important
.

,

of theories

list is probably

many researchers

repeagire of

development in

other disciplines. This applies to many fields as well as education.
1 %I

For example, Allison had demonstrated,hov). foreign policy analysts, and

scholars in international relatiOns have relied heavily on a couple of

.10 -

basic approaches.

0 Rational or Classical.
'Thls model is one O f the best know and hZs been-the basis for a

rat deal ofresearch and theory-buil ing in various disciplines including

economics and international relations,
11

and also for restructuring of
(

polidy processes in government with techniques, such as programme-planning-
a

OA

-9 For example, I do not deal wilhIann aconne's model of policy-making ---,,_

proCesses at state level in the US (e.g. L.. Iannaccone, Policies .fin.
Education, Cent rAfor Applied Research in EdubatA00iIN* York, 1967) with
various.theor e of pressure group behaviour, with a number of Organisational:
-theories, nor th sociological theory such as elite theory.,

-

10 Graham T. Allison, Essence o'Decision: Explaining the'Cuban Missle Crisis,
Little, Brown, Heston, 1971. This is probably the single most significant
recent theoretical work on policy-making. However, even A,llispn concentrates

on a limited numbeirof frameworks. One scholar who ,ha,qapkeciated'the
range of frameworks availalle-is Michael Kir -st. I acknowledge the help
I have.received from his psper.'What Happens at the Local Level after School
Finance Reform', Policy Analysis, Vol. 3, No. 3,, Summer 1977. .

11 For example, see-Charles Schtilte, The Economics and Politics Of Public
Spending, The Brookings Institution, New)yotk 1971; and Allison, Essence

of Decision.

IV
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' budgeting systems. In additlon,, many of us u4reit implicitly as aguide
roiractice.. '

. .

- - \

The ratlotial.model is based on the notion of Tatio'nalNice and
.
sees '''

# .
, , . . L.policrbeing formulated through .a isequence of ,.related steps; such ,as

(a). 'recognition.that ,a problem exikts;' / , - ..
(b) preliminary appraisal on inquiry into the protklem;..

, 1
.

:.
-- ( identification of gc;rals 'and objectiVes; .. . .

(d) crevassing of possible st.gategres to achieve objectives,
4, and evaluating of the. costs, benefits' and consequences ..of

-each; and
'f.,'44 \

\(e)
. .

\ ,

/ ../.''choice of action. .,
,This way of looking at the policy process Clearly is useful for many

Is% ..
oses. As. an ideal'. type, it rovides a guide towards which practiceA .-.

rive and -as --d'basis for eve sting the rationality of-particular
, policy\process.s. It Wits prove-drilluseful approach -foie -much research;

pare
r3 I .,

y'vfhere dlcisions' are made by h .single,persoli or grOup which'
(

t' d--as a meand.ngful decisi on-unit.- On the other, hand l, it has

'

can

partite
can be

im tations,and weaknesses 'Many argue that. in rehlivy a great.
deal of policy-making, does' not_lit this patte The model assumes, that

4 . ...

policy is the 'product hqf one Ilan fte s not the ca`se. rt fairs
-

'4 to evoke or s.uggeiti the distinalvd-ry Utica): spects of policy-making,
its efisorder and the'consequen't stlikingly cliffa nt' whys in which policies

..
,--

emerge. As Lindblemnhas put it, : ,
,ff'd

. .).:

.. t
A vo icy is sometimes the outcome of a pol fcal

.

comp se arno policy makers, none- of whom h
.. in min tiu e t6d problem.to,which the agreed

policy s ,a solution.. 'Someiimes poli41es -spring
from new opportunities, not 4om "problems" at .

, all. AncrsometiMes policies Ore not decid0 . --.) ,, ., :,---
. upop' but nevertheless happren.12 . --

' , p
y . . %

° ' Further, this'model assumes a degr& of ferfectign which Policy- makers _.

, _ . ,, . --N - , ,
seldom achieve. Generally. they do not-have dine and information not ..

, .,,
01' -

. . 1 .. -
.

f

12 Charles .. Lindblom, e Policy- Making' ga-OCess, Prenticelall,
Finglewcdd Cli-ffs,-1968 p . 4.

,\

4

,

.
12 A. ,
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consider all Alternativeil"nor to fully foresee the consequences of each.

Often their may be unable to.rank altern ive higher than all others.

Mosqvthey'are.unable to rationalise bothhgoals and the means to achieve

them.
_

Recognition Of these and other weaknesses has prompted a number of

scholars to modify or adapt the model7No cope with human limitations,

March and Simon suggest a aatisficing model0factivity. Satisficing

, involves the policy -maker choosing the 'firsChlternative which satisfies
13

basic expectations, rather than first canvassing all possible alternatives.

Peterson hAi developed a somewhat similar 7ariation, with his concept of

instrumental rationality. This, he says,''does not assume that actors

have a consistent hierarchy of values; it only asgumes that a rational

actor'selects from the alternat'v available to lam the one that'is most

,suited for achieving whatever, goals (ratiOnal or not) the actor has in

mind'.
14

The utility of both these variatioris\is probably limited to

cases where goals can be reasonably well. defined by a single actor.

Dror has developed a different refinement.
15

His optimal model is
4 A

concerned with evaluating policy outputs onthe,basis of resources

employed and opportunities foregone.

2. Incre mental,
i e

A distinctively different view of the policy process is provided by
* .

,

'Lindblom's model of 'disjointed incrementalism''. This. views poliCy-

making awe fragmented process, as being serial and sequential rather than

comprehensive and deductive* Essentially policy is. shaped by a
.

sense of

/Political feasibility.'

It ia.decision making through small or incremental
moves on particular problems rather than through
a comprehensive reform.program. It fs, also

endless; it takes the form of an indefinite sequence

013 James G. March and Herbert Simon Organisations, Wiley, New York, 19574:

14 Paul E. Peterson",.School Politics Chicago Style, University of
Chicago Preis, Chicago, 1976, p. 130.

15 Y. Dror, Public PolicyMaking Reexamined, Chandler,Spranton, 196a.

St.
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of policy moves. Moreover, it is exploratory in
that the goals of policy makidg continue to change
as new experience with policy throws new light on-
what is possible or desirable. In this sense,
it is also'better described as. moving away from
known social ills rather than as moving towards a'
known and relatively stable soal.16

The task of policy-makers then is to devise solutions acc eptable to the

range of conflicting interests. This puts a limit on their innovative

powers. .. They consider only alternatives which differ marginally from

-existing policies, because any greater change proposed would run little

chance.of acceptance. They seldom expect that a policy will provide

the final resolution of a problem. Lindblom explains:

Policy is not made once and for all; it is made

and remade endlessly. Policy making is a process
of successive approximation to some desired
objectives in which that is desired itself continues
to change under re-consideration.17

The case for the incremental model rests first on Lindblom's

empirical analysis of policy-making (it amlis to hard-nosgd empiricists -

in education as well as other areas - who consider it provides an accurate

view of-the real world, especially of policy-making in central goyim...-.

ment) and second on his argument that the unco-ordinated struggle for

'advantage occurring In the policy process is itself capable of producing

rational outcomes (this is bated on Lindblom'§ notion of 'partisan mutual

18
adjustment').

Its maim weaknesses as an explanatory model are its inability to

account satisfactorily for fundamental changes and for the fact that

sometimes policy- makers behave in a non-incremental manner (somet s they

behave as if they are dealing with radically different alternatil4

Further, it has limitations as aprescriptive model. New decisions built

on the base of old programmes will probably go wrong if the base-itself

is misdirected. The Aperican 'aad Australian experience in Vietnam can be

16 David Braybrooke and.CharlesE. Lindblom, A Strategy of Decision, Free

Press, New York, 1963, O. 71.

17 Charles E. Lindblom, 'The ScienCe of "Muddling Through"', Public

.Administration'Review, Vol. XIX, Spring 1959. .

18 Charles E. Lindblom, The Intelligenceof Democracy: Decision Making Through

-
Mutual Adjustment, Free Press, New York, 1965,

t
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cited as a case in point,

13

Etzioni has attempted to overcome some of these limitations .by

combining the strengths of the incremental and rational models in a

'mixed-scannifi' model.
19

He distinguishes between fundamental decisions

and incremental decisions. With fundamental decisions (on which most

incremental decisions build) ehe policy-maker deliberately scans alter-

natives., This does not mean that all possible alternatives are considere

in detail. Rather a few are quickly chJen, and these are then considered

reasonably carefully with an ordering of priorities. One crucial problem

for thii model is whether criteria can be established to distinguish

empirically between fundamental and incremental policies.

3. Political Interest Group

Political interest group theories stress the importance of external

pressure from interest groups or pressure groups. David B. Truman,
20

one of the/major theorists in this tradition, has emphasised that society

is composed of a multiplicity. of competing groups and-that it is

imposSibleto explain of predict policies without taking these into

account. Groups make claims or demands concerning particular policies

according to three main clusters of variables - the internal character-

istics of each group, the relative strategic position in, society of each

group, and charadteristics of government or governance procedures.

Attention is also paid to tactics of influence and to interaction'patterni

between particular gtoUps and actors in governmerit.

Ifiterest group theories clearly have utility the study of education

policy-making, particularly on matters where there is'often conflict

between different interests in society and when the main running is taken

by interest groups rather than by administrators or officials.
21

Moreover,

suds theories have been the basis fdr.considerable useful work related to

19, AalitatEtzioni, e Active Society: A Theory of Society and Political'

Processes, Frees, ress, New York, 1968, pp. 82-309. .

20- DavidI. Twman, Ths Governmental Process: Political Interests and Public
Opinion, Xnopf, New York, 1951.

21:Sie Henry Levin,,'Serrano-type,Uvenditure Increases And Their'Effects'on,
Edue#ional Resource Allocation' in John Pincus (ed.), School Finance in
,Transition, Ballinger, Cambridge, 1974.

:15
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policy-making. At the same time, interest group theOries have

limitations. In the more extreme lorm they tend to see policy simply

as the result of group conflict and comprise, and to view administrators

and politicians as no more than adjudicators between rival groups. In

addition, there is wtendency to play down thetimportance of the.role of

,, individuals andof,organisational factors and environmental conditions,

and the stress On tOnflict tends to mean neglect of elements of consensus

and integration.

-4. Bargaining

Bargaining theories likewise are based on a conflict model. They

see policy as the output of bargaining games. To explain why a

particular loci-giori'was made or why one particular policy emerged, it

is necessary to'identify the games and the players, to understand the

primary, motivations of various players, and to follow the coalitions,

.bargains and-comprises. Thus policy outcomes are viewed not as solutions

.chosen to particular problems, but rather as the; results of conflict,

confusion and comprise of officials with diverse interests fiend unequal

influence. Of course, this view of iblicy-making (like an interest group

view) is abhorrent to many people - a view that important policrquestions

are settled by political games; and that leaders in government and

organisations often have competijive rather than homogeneous views and

.goals.

Bargaining models have been used widely, particularly in international

. relations and political science. One political scientist, Peterson, has

applied such models to great advantage in a study of city education politics

and policy-makin .
23

Peterson sought to distinguish different paltterns)

of bargaining, sufficiently differentiated in origins, processes and

consequences. He identified two dominant patterns, pluralist bargaining

22' For example, see.Harmon Zeigler, intellit Groups in American' Society,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 1964:_ 'Within political science, the
work of Truman and Others provoked a decade-long pethodological debate
centred.around the extent to which all political behaviour can be,
explained in terms of group activity and conflict.

21' Peterson', School Politics.Chicago Style.

16
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and i2eological bargaining. Pluralist bargaining occurs when participants

combine an interest in maximising electoral or organisational advantage

with an, interest in Compromising. Such participants usually have more

narrow interests and tend to concentrate their energies on limited aspects

of.an'y issue.* Ideological bargaining, on the other band, occurs when

par icipants'arc motivated by broader, more diffuse interests, such as

thosePf 4 racial or class faction oora political regime, which are

regarded as of such an'enduring significance that the participants become

deeply, ideologically committed to them. This pattern of bargain#g is

marked by intense conflict, where groups find similar allies across a

range 'of policy questions, link themselves in a more or less permanent

manner with :a particular partisan faction, and seek to defeat their

opposition whenever they have the political strength to avoid compromise.

Peterson admits that, these two patterns are'seldom found in pure form;

instead they represent the two extremes of a continuum of highly variegated

bargaining patterns.

Because of the controversial nature of much policy-making in ,education,

,bargaining models have clear utility. ,414oreover,,Peteison's distinction

appears to provide a useful framework for the analysis,not only of

bargaining games between school board members, but bargaining between

groups and between factions within groups (e.g. within teachet's'

associations). It could also be adapted to provide a basis for studying
Oa

bargaining between government agencies and between officials.-, The main

li tation of such theories is that they explain only particular kinds of

po icy making, particularly where conflict is dominant. As-Peterson

demonstrates in his study, it is important not only to explore the factors

which divide board members-, but also ,the ones that unite them.'

5. Lowi Policy Typology
0

Another very different approach to policy-making is that of.Theodoie

Lqwi, a scholain the field of public administration. Lowi assumes that

`pOlicies.determine politics, ana that ifferent kindi of policy may be '

associated with quite distinctive political processes. 'Thus, his

examination ok policy formulation begins with an analysis of the different

outputs of government policy, and then attempts to establish systematic

relationships between those outputs and differences in the prpces;as from

,ti
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which they evolved. Lowi views policy as 'deliber4ee 'cpercion - statements

attempting to set forth the purpose, the means'ana the subjects'of ". "-

coercion'.
24

, Thus policy- making involves.not'just the ahoosing of alter.1

natives, but also the selection of approaches to exercise The legitimate

,coercive powers of the state. It is both the choosing' of goals and the

choosing bf.compliance methods.

Lpwi distftguighes four basic types of policy, output - distributive

redistributive, regulitiveand constituent,- and argues that the political,

and hence policy characteristics ofieach are differentiated.by different

degrees of directness'or indirectness in the application of legitimate.

coercion, and by the size of the unit (ranging from individuals to'groups

ro classes) to ulhich the legitiMate coercion is applied. InLowi's view

this suggests the existence of at least four types of policy process,'

and hence argues against any monolithic conception of the *political policy

process.

Distributive policies relate to,the disaggregation of resources into

individual units, each of-which may be dispersed in relative isolation from

.the others, They-encourage a multiplicity of localised participants and

are characterised by 'log rolling' and situations in which the loser and

recipient never come into competition. Redistributive policies effect a.

transfer of resources within society and are characterised by centralised

and hierarchical decision-making. They encourage the-formation of broad-

based competitive Coalitions. Regulative policies are.specifi4c.and

individual in thdir.impact and encourage a-multiplicity of participants.

-They result in winners and losers, and lead.to intense competition between

rival groups. ,
Constituent policies involve indirect and remote application

of coercion and ere directed'at large groups. Examples would be setting

up ,a government agency or making a policy'statemeni.

24 Theodore Lowi, !Decision Making valgelicy Making: Towards and Antidote

for Technocracy', Public Administration Review, Vol', 30, May/June 1970,

p. 315. See also by Lowi, 'American Business, Public Policy, Case-

'
Studies, and Political Theory', World Politics, Vol.'XVI, July 1964';

and 'Pour Systets of Choice', Public Administration Review, Vol. 32,
r

July/August 1972.
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This typology has Weaknesses. Not all the'categories are logically

exclusive,',and there ,are empirical difficulties because the policy types'

are expressed in non-quantitative terms. But it suggests the importance

of distinguishing between different types of policies and the value of -

ttempting to link policy'outputs back to processes.

6. Political Systems ,

The political systems approach, pioneered in:pOlitical,science by David

-Eastopi has been used to provide a framework fOr understanding the operation

af whole political entities as well as the policy process. In education

it has been used by'a number of scholars as a basis for exploring policy-

. making.
25

This apPrOaCh stresses'the value of viewing policy-making as an

interactive process, through which inputs, including demands for policy

change Or 'initiation of.new.pOlicies, are converted into outputs or policy.

decisions. Outputs in turn affect various components) and by-means of

'feedback' mechanisms lead to new demands. Aaa model it is based on'the

assumption that political activities and behaviour in a sociefy or part of

it are inter-related, and that disturbances in erne part inevitably affect

others.
.5

The political systems approach is useful in that it avoids the necessity

of concentratingattention exclusively on interest groups, or on official

it provides a framework which allows both to fit

provides a means of conceptualising the whole policy

to the environment, and how components are related.

'a conservative model in that it is ill-equipped to7

eal with situations where the policy system is changing. Further. its

structures and agtors;

easily. Moreover, it

process, how it relates

At the same time, it-is

m-,
value as a preditive model,is limited.

2 e.g. Campbell and Mazzoni, State Policy Making for the Public Schools.
.

'26 For a.gOod summary of its Strengt4 and weaknesses, see Colin A. Hughes,
'Tfie Polity' in A.F. Davies and S. Encel ,,(eds.), Australian Society:

A Sociological Introduction, Cheshire, Melbourne, ,1970.
.
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..'.7% Democratic 'Voting,

The Uri44.ty of this model is, limited to situations where policy is
4. 40 o

%deterdined by a democratically conducted vote or plebiscite. In education,.

-examp1ps are plebiscites or ballots to secure approval for school budgets
.

.., .

or.,butlding programmes,,or ballots within teachers'`Organisations to
'0

deterMine a polidy position on a,zarticular i4iue.

This model is drawn from political theory.
27

It assumes an'electorate
.

vaelimited by certain criteria, that all members will behave rationglly and
l.
.

out of self interest, that the vote °reach member will carry equal weight,, t
.

and that information 4shared reasonably equally:. In the ballot the

policy tothe followed is to one most preferred by voters.

Of course; research on voting habits suggests 'that many of these
a

assumptions may seldom hold true in reality. .,--..

8. Organisation

Organistion models have been used extensively in the. s udy of the

business firm, but they have also been applied to the.study of international

relations and political science. They understand the policy process less'

as acts of deliberate choice and more as outputs of large organisaiiO6

functioning according to standard patterns of behaviour. In such

,organisations policy-making is a colplex activity. It depends on co=

ordination which in turn requires sta dard operating procedures orrules by

which' things are done. Policy outp is are largelydetermiiiikd by these

rules or routines.

.
The application of organisation theory to the study of the business

firm dates back to the late 1930s and has involved a large number, of

distinguished social leorists such as Barnard, Simon, March, Selznickand.

Etzioni. One of the ost important publications was 'Cyert and March's

book, A 'Behavioral Theory of the Firm.
28

In'this they explain behaviour

. 18 6

1
,

. c .

27 Robert A. Dah A Preface to Democratic Theory, 1)4iversity of Chicago

Press, Chicago, 1956. ,

.

;8 R.M. Cyert and J.G.'March, A
Behavior)

al,Theory of the Firm, Prentice-.

Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 1963.

;



notlin terms of market factors (the ;tradition was to *roach tilt firm as

('a un tary agent and assume ,that 1.:Elltempts'to maximise profits and that
v.

it eratts with perfect knowledge) but instead in terms of organisational

structure. They attempt to understand,organisaribnal:decision as choice

made in terms of goals on the basis of expectations. 'Hence the analysis

is doncerntd with three variables:. organisational'Ioals,:brganisational

expectations and organisation,choice, Organisational goals arise as

constraints imperfectly rationalised in,terms of" re general purposes,
4-

and these constraints in turn are produced` through argaininvbetween

coalitions or members of the organisation. 'Organisairal expectations

arise from inferences drawn from available informatibn. Organisational

choice emerges as the selection .of the first t' expectations

identify, as acceptable in terms of goals. .At the core of this theory

are four concepts which relate to goals; eXpectationghand choice. The

[first is 'quasi resolution of conflict'. Firms b_avya high level of

latent goal tonfAct, and ofteri`conilid r amonggoals is rescilved_by"

sequential attention to goals (e.g. first to make production more efficient,
-0 9

thin to improve worker conditions). The secons tuncertaihty'avoidance':

this results in attention to short-term probldms, ratheNothan longrun

strategies. The third istproblematic search'. As Allison puts .it,

this 'follows, simple-minded rules tgat direct the searchtr.first to the
f

neighborhood of the probl .symptoms, then to the-neighborhood of the
I

. current 'alternatiVe'.
29

The fourth is 'organisation learning':, Ayer

time organisations' learn from experience and'this produces changes in goals,

rules and search procedures.

This Cyert and Marchmodel has been applied t education policy.

-Kirst claims it has a high4reditivralue, and he found the concepts of .

s. tic
organisational search and the organigation 01 .coalitions most useful in

explaining policy outcomes.
30

Possibly id'education its greatest utility

29 Allison,/ Essence of Decision, p. 77:
,

4,
s. 3Q first, Nhatalappens at 4he.Local Level after 4,chool Finance Reform',

O. 321. .
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is in explaining policy-making within Single or nisations or government

agencies.

9.'--Garbage Can

This is a Abre recent theory' of organisationalchokice, developed by
,

a .

,
ohen, March and plsep

31
for'the study Of policy processes in universities,

and later applied by Cohen and-,March32 in their. study of 1.1.1.S. university'

Tresidents. --The theory is based on the nolioP that some organisations

can be usefully described as 'organised.anarchies', meanifig,that theyare

characterised by incoRsistent and ill-defined goals, by unclear ideas

about what inpUts lead`bo specific outputs, and by fluid. participants who'

vary in the amount of time they devote.to different domains.

In the rational model, opportunities for making a choice lead, first

to the generation of alternatives., then to an examination of the conse-

quenCes of each, then to op-evaluation of the-consequences,interms of

objectives, and -finally to. a-decision. The puipose of choice is taken

as frxed'from,the outset. But within pn organised anarchy,the purpote

of the choivaries over times as the problem's, se3utions,ond dedision?.

d with a peitiCarchoice ceme.and,go. DeCialons'eMerge

from a complicated interplay among the probleMslthedeploymeni of

persoluzelf the production of solutions, and the niture of the alternative ,

oppOrtunities,for choice. From this point of

... an organisatianis'a collection of choices
looking for problems, issues. and feelings aboking
for.decision.situations in which -they might be
Aired, solutions looking fSi,isaue&'to
they might. be' the answer, 'arid decision-makers'

,looking_for-work.33

.

,

4
r

w 0 /I 0 111

I.

Thus, opportUnities for choice are ambiguous stimuli. Each,such

opportunity may be viewed as an empty,vestel,- 4'satbage Cant, - into-which-
,

the pitticiPants dump various kinds at,pioblems and soluticins 'as,they,are
'°#. -

,,31 Michael D. Cohen, James G. March and Johan P. Olsen,A Garbage Can Model
of-Organizational Choice' Administrativel.Science Quarterly, Vol. 17', 1972.

.

32 Michael Cohen and James G. March, LeadeTship And Ambiguity: Th'e Americi
College Pxeiddent, McGtow7Hill, Nei; York, 1974. .

.

33 Cohen and Marahl,Leadership and'Ambiiuity,.p. 81.

22'
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generated. According to Cohen, Marchwand Olsen, despite the dictum

that you cannot find the swer untilthe question has been well

formulated, in or sed anarchies you oftep do not know what the question

is until 'a solkition discovers and cremates it.

Cohen end'March apply this theory in detail in their study of

university presi ents."' They argue that it is appropriate for.uftiverSities.
11

Althou a university operates within the
metaphor of- a political system or a hierarchical
bureaucracy, the actual operation,:4-.is
considerably attenuated by the'ambiguity of ...

goals, by the lack of clarity in educational
technology, and'by the transient character of
many participants.34

But presumably it could also be applied to other particular policy'

'situations-in education, such-as relating to a school board. At the

same time, it is probably true that no real situat nen be fully

characterised in this way. 'Nonetheless, some aspects of organised

anarchy can be observed some of the time in most organisations and

frequently in some. . One of the values of the theorycis the systematic

links it provides between phenomena in situations which,are often, regarded

as untypical:

10: Process
#1'

This model',. used for studies of education policy-making by Milstein

and Jennings, can be thought of as a variation of the rational model.

It isalso closely related to the policy process framework of Jones.

The process model sees the policy procesi as a series of steps or

,stages in which different kinds of decisions have to be made. For his

'study ofilolicy-taking inEnglish l$c 'al education.authoriiies, Jennings35

. used six overlapping stages - initiation -(when dissatisfaction is expressed

out the preseallituatioe), reformulgtion of opinion (when opinions. are
.

g40Wred and begin to crystallise, around particular points), emergence of

-k 4

14 Cohen and March,'Leaders and Ambiguity, p. 83.

35 Jennings,-Education,and Po tics.
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alternatives (when potential solutions are,pUt forward), discussion and

debate (when alternatives are shapdd into policy proposals, support is

mobilised, and compromises effected), legitimisation (when a choice is

made aqd ratified) and implementation (when administrative procedures are
-.....

devised .and the pldicybis put into

?

ffect). Each stage raises process
..._

-requestions to which policy-makers spond and, in responding, shape not
,

only outcomes of.those stages but also influence what happens in

succeeding stages.

This model provides a useful framework, particularly for studies

concerned primarily WIth'the role of officiab actors in the education\

policy process. But its detailed explanatory power is limited. Further,

as we_have noted, policy-making often does not fit precisely into such

an orderly moc 1.

The Utility of Wide s

Hopefully our analysis of these ten theories or/1-Ypes of theories

has made a number of points - that thepriqs can assist"us ro better

understand policy processes in education, that a wide range of different

theories and types of theories is available (in att a much wider range

than the literature in any one discipline often suggests), and that use

of a multiplicity of approachei is desirable in ordli to cope with the

°complexity and diversity in education policy processes. Each theory or

type of theory we-have reviewed, in my view, has utility in relation to

education policy processes. Of cOurqe, they differ ih their value and'

epowers. Som, are essentially explanatory models; some have predictive

capabilities; others are more prescriptive. Some can be applied to

education polio) processes in general, while the value of others is
k -

restricted to par.ticular aspects or to particular kinds of policy

-- processes.

With i range of theories suches we have reviewed, there is the

temptation to thinkbof them in terms of alternativerys of conceptualising'_

reality, or of describing what the policy process should be,like. ,While
/

there irs\sensis in this view, they should also be thought of partly as,

different ways of't4nktng about .different kids of.pdlicy,processes,

and .partly as tools' that can be used in combination. _ Both 411ison and

.24
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Peterson have demonstrated'clearly the great ad4age of the simultaneous

use=of alternative framewor ror models. Both their studies illuminatd,

with special clarity, the acts that to single model aCcounts for more

than one facet of to lity of the situation (as Peterson says, 'Each

is only's snapShot of a multi - dimensional event'36 ) nd that the lenses

we use affect our understaiding of-the phenomena we study (to Auote,

Alli n, 'ConCeptual-mod els arg much more than simple angles of vision ..4

Each ,.. consists of a cluster of assumptions and categories that

influencewhaCthe analyst finds puzzling, howshe forMulates his question,

where he looks for evidence, and what' he produces as an answer'' ). Of

course, using a combination of Models has problems. There is tension

.between the models; there are competi sets of explanations; and choice

among tilip e explanations 4e.IN5-ends to a rge degree on the scholar's

conc rn p interests.

'0' .

THE POLIMPROCESS AND THE A6MtNISTRATOR

\ .

.
.

. .

.40Policy\processes in education today are not the sole preserve of any

one, group or\set of individults. - Instead a rengeloi different groupS
: .

.
an.4...individuals participate. These include high elected officials

(Ministers, Pr'me Ministers, Psesidents, Governors), legisillt 'res,
St cabinets, offiC4.al boards and committees, interest groups, la members of

schookboards o
\

university councils, teachers, students, parents; and

administrators. \Of arse, different participants are involved in
. \

different ways; Some, for examp1 le,' participate-solely in ,the polfcy
0

formulatiop or development stages, wMile othefs are often inyelved at all .

stages in the policy process. Who participates and how-also varies over

time, from place to place, from context to context, and from issue to

issue.

Here we are concerned with the administrator as. participant. Research

demonstraty clearly that adminiitrators can be involved to a major exterit,,'

36 Peterson,.School Politics Chicago Style; p. 137.

37 Allison, Essettfe of Decision p. 24.
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. . . ,

. Wall stages of the policy process, including polik=making: .*.It was
, -,r ,- .

once a Common,doctrine that administrators, even hi0.1evel ones, only-

administered policies elsewhere determined (isally.by the legislature
.i

u

or elected.officials).
,

We have come to understand, however, that even,

he comparatively low levels' in complex organisations, and-sYstems,'.

10 administfatoet
..t.

inevitably participate idpolicy-Imaking aria at/ Imes
.,. eJ

actually make polic)Pon their own, -,..

Wi

treme ous diversity 14 appointed, professional, salaried fficials. . In --------_Th,..:___.

1... -

the con ext of thispaper, the world administrator coilla ell includ .

4
.

. .

Befoft proceeding further; we need to consider 'the term administrator
,

bin educational dministrati,n, this term is oftin used 'to cover a

, -
.-N

(the following: '-pe eroofrint' head °Pa governmeh dapar4nt of"educa ioh,

or a statutory regulatory agency such as higher educatidn board; branlh'

or divisional 'head in such bodi university y or college president or
.

. :2'-' ,

vice - chancellor; school principal 6 ssistahE principal; :head of. 4

'
.

f

department or faculty,_In4 nriAersity, c llegeot sch 61; inspector of' .

1.

schools; bursar orobudget,officer;' dea
....1 , I '

_- officer; techdical expert.br research dir ctor$ p ogrardMe-evaluator.
i

itminlistrators play very *

e oi this we canehtsphbcd4 .
t

.

...

,
. :.

''the same charate. i tics, ..,,

. ,-, A

4

of itudent ; statistical

Now it is obvious that ghese various types o

different roles id-policy processes, and-beca

far by. treating them s inhomokeneous-group wi
qmr.

.45

the same expectations and faCing the same itihdof problems. it would be-

helpful &o have some faraof classbifiCatiop and typology, suggesting,

perhaps'in, the context of a pafticAar society; how and;ip what ways.
.

different administrative personnel participatelin education polidy ptocesies.

.
p

However, to attempt such
4

'4 task, is outside the scope of this paper. ,-We- , ft

, -__I

will instead con entrate
4
our attention on top level administrators in

.
.11. . elli

. .

gowernment depar vents, and also in educationinstitutions;* In this
, *I.

,

lbriefef disCussi we will explore s ,gme implications from our analysis in the

first section of the paper
!.-_,1-

'the administriAr's influence and resources,
. , ..

and the role of the administrator as, mediator .*

.

.--

.

Soe9 Implications..4from Anal of Policy Process
,

.
,

(

,.; -
..s.

.

.
Our discussionof policy processes, and ways'of conceptualising these

.processes la their yariobs components, have occupied most of this paper.
- ,

I Take no anlogyAfor this, since phe role of.,the administeator,or any'other

26 .
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participant will be'best understood in the context of an understanding of

policy processes as a whole.

Our analysis suggests a number of points directly relevant to the

senior idmillistrator. First, the'policy process is diverse and complex.

This means that the task of the senior administrator will probably vary

greatly, not only from agency to agency, but within the one agency from
.

issue,Eo issue and time.to time. It also means that it-is impottant for

any ddministrator*to attempt to 'understand the particular context in which

he a. working, and the peculiarities of the policy process in it. Second,

thlkyaricitiS-mOdels ckt*.e considered appear to provide praCtical help for
.

adn4nisttfitors Understand better their,own organisations. Cohen, and,
rch argue that their garbage Can-Model may be of particular help to the

university adMinistrator. Sometimes'new university administrators become

f5,44raltedwith debates in and outcomes of various' university committees.

Frequently)a.particuiaragepda matter becomes intertwined with a variety

of other issues.'For example,

45

,O proposal for curriculum reforM.beconles an arena.6r
,social justice. A proposaT-forconstruction a

Wcomes an arena forconcerps abdut
environmental quality.11 A"Proposarfor bicYcle
paths becomes an arena for discussion of sexual

.

Coln:' and March, spy 1t 'is pointless in such rn situation to anforc4 e rules.

A better strategy is.to provide 'garbage cans' in which problems can be

discussed and.io.makethese as attractive and conspi-Cilous as possible. On
'

.,. . a imalt-vcale the first item on a meeting agenda is an obviouS garbage can..
..

1 '
.

. It rficeiges milth of the status allocation(concerriS

. that are a part of meetings ... projects of Serious
substantive concern should normally be placed .

,e/i. , '
.
somewailater, after the important matters of

4, individUal:'and group esteem have been settled,
/ with of the .individual performances have been

s -completed; and'mait of the enthusiasm for abstract ,

argument has waned.39
11-

38 Cohen March, Leadership p. 211.
-

39 Cohen and March, Leadership and Ambiguity, p. 212.
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Third, the various models suggest ideals to which any policy system may

strive, or at'Ieast ideals to which an administrator may attempts eo mould
4

a system. In practice, there is often considerable scope for a senior

administrator to vary structural arrangements and operating Atyles of

policy systems.
40

ror example, if an administtator wishes a more

rational style he can 'work to secure better. information systems, to

recruit high level'experts, 90to anticipate issueswhich.may become ,

highly political.

Influence and Resources

Perhaps the most Important dimension of participation in policy

processes is influence. 61e not only want to know who participates, but

how influential each participant is, and why. And certainly it is

these kinds of questions that ,the administrator - himself asks.

Influence needs to be distinguished from power. Put simply in this

context,poOer is the capacity or potential-of a participant in the policy

process to select, mbdify or change the behaviour of other-participants

add of policy outcomes, whereas influence refers to the actual exercise

of ,power.

.Why are some participants more influential than others, and why do

influence of the same participant vary, from time,to time? We can go some

way towards answering such questions through use of the concept of political

resovces. A political resource can be definedae

anything that can be used to sway-the political
choices or strategies of another individual. Or,

to use different language, whatever Tay be used as.
an inducement is a resource. 41

Different participants have available different resources, and differing

'40 On this general issue, see Lawrence W. Downey:, 'Politics and Expertise
in Educational Policy Making' in.J.H.A. Wallin (ed.), The Politics-of.
Canadian Education, Canadian Society, for the Study of Education,

.5dmonton, 1977.
. .

,

41 Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs? Democracy and Power in an American-City,
Yale University Press, New Haven, 1961.
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overall amounts of resources. For the senior administrator some key

resources are legal authority, access to a Minister or senior political

office - holder, high social status, recognition as an expert, access to

information (including sometimes confidential information), loyalty of

colleagues,.community goodwill, time, trust by pressure group leaders,
4

technical expertise,
"

access to, public relhtions and'information distribution
1

bureaux and support from other government agencies. Influence-also

depends on use' of the resource - on the extent to which the participant

is willing-to mobilise resources.on a particular matter, and on skill in

the use of resources. Sometimes an administratft, for good reason, is

not able or willing to utilise all potential resources to the full.

Wildaysky has commented:

That resources ekist .does not mean that they will
be used fully, skillfully, or at all. Most people, -

use-their resources sparingly, with varying degrees
of ef,fectiveness. The cosvin time,nergy, money,'
and ego damage usually stems too groat in comparison ,

with the benefits which appear remote and uncertain.
. As a result, there is a vast reservoir of resources

lying 'untapped by people who prefer not to use them.

And administrators, like other participants vary in their skills in

resource utilisation - in skills such as judgement about timing, ability

to argue a case succinctly, ability to.form coalitions, effectiveness in

bargaining and persuasion, and judgement in anticipating the early

reactions of Other participants.

The Administrator as Mediator

The,role of the administrator in policy processes is many-sided.

Many Con'dep's can be uses to describe particular aspects - ,initiator,

fscilitafxr, ill01;rientor, planner, power broker, analyst, adjudicator,

bargainer and mediator. ,Here we will briefly explore the concept of

- mediator.

42 Aircin Wildaysky, 'Why. American Cities are Pluralist' in Thomas R. Dye
aneBret W. Hawkins (eds.),- Politics in the Metropolis, Merrill,
Columbus,1967, p. 351.
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This concept has a lonehistory, particularly in theology and ,

industrial relations. For our purposes the function.of a mediator can
.-

be defined as intervening for the purpose of reconcilingor achieving

more harmonious relations. In the industrial relations context, the

mediator is a neutral but sympathetic party who-attempts to find some
r L

middle ground or compromise position acceptableto both sides, and

endeavoursto achieve this without the use of-force or authority. To
.,

be .
successful the mediator needs'to have the con dehoe and trust of all

the parties concerned. _

In a. number of senses, the senior education administrator acts as
. .

a mediator between various forces, and groups impinging upon the educational
.,

agency or o ganisation for which he (or she) is responsible, and also

operating Within the agency or organisation itself. First, the

administrator is often called on,to mediate between the demands of

competing outside interest groups. This is by no meanp an easy task,
- .

particularly in those societies where groups interested in education are

becoming,increasingly polarised, and where there is often a strong ideO-
,

logical, emotional component in the views expressed and the manner of
h

.expression by particular associations or,interests. But there is the

poisibility of trying to take the heat out of particular issues, of

to get'aialogue established away from the,media, and of lettingattempting

leaders of

of failing

factions understand some of the, likely long-term consequences

to comprise. Second, the administrator may well be called on

to mediate between the organisation and its political master or masters.

For many career educators one of the most difficult new experiences can
, ..

be to learn to work directly with a Minister or elected board. A

politician's perceptions of education goals and practice may be'very

different to those of the administrator and he organisation. . In fact,

.-the politician may even lave been elected on platform of changing basic

goals or_policies in the organisation. But even in such cases, the

continuing administrator' may be required towork with the politician.

Third, administrators often have to mediate between their organisation and

others. For'example, an administrator may be called on to try to persuade

a department of the treasury or finance to accept financial" proposals made

by-his organisation... Fourth, administrators often find that part of their

L
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task is to mediate between groups and interests in-their own organisation.

This could include mediating between technical experts and other

administrators concerned with framing policy proposals or advising a

Minister.
43

Fifth, part of the administrator's:task within the

organisation is also to mediate between different perspectives - between

short-term needs and long -term views, between the selfish needs of the

organisation andthe public interest.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The story is told that during the Crimean'War a commi tee of inquiry

called upon the British Surgeon-General to testify regard ng gross

inadequacies in the medical services at the front. ,The Surgeon-General's

defence was simple: 'Our medical services', he said, 'would be pe'rfectly

adequate were it not for-the casualties. Perhaps our response should be

in a similar vein. Policy-making in education is in fine sha e, except

for the casualties - the fact that often we have a limited unde standing

of the compleXities'of policy process, the fact that our policy-making
.

structures are under attack, the fact that policy outputs often do not

live up to expectations, and the fact that education policy must be made

and implemented in an increasingly difficult environment. In,essence

my point is that we can secure some,help from the wide range of codceptual

tools and frameworks that are available, and that in educational

administration further study of policy processes should have a high priority.

43 On relations between administrators' and technical experts, see Arnold
3. Meltsner, Policy Analysts in the Bureaucracy, University of
California Press, Berkeley, 1976.
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